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Geography Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. Which Greek does the word 'geography'" come from?

Geographica

Geographiu

Geographia

2. Who was the first to use the term 'geography'?

Aristotle

Athena

Eratoshenes
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3. Geography is a field of science devoted to _____

Study of fish

Study of lands

Study of water

4. Which two branches geography is often divided into?

Physical and abstract geography

Human and Physical geography

Human and cultural geography

5. How many historical traditions are there in geographical research?

6

5

4

6. The oldest known world maps date back to _____

10th century

11th century

9th century

7. What physical geography deals with?

Outer space

Built of clouds

Built of the environment

8. What human geography deals with?

Human, political and cultural issues

The environment

Study of oceans

9. What is the study of other planets called?
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Topgraphy

Environmental management

Planetary sciencce

10. Who led the regional science movement In 1950?

William Gayle

Walter Isard

Usman Ahmad
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Geography Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. Which Greek does the word 'geography'" come from?
  Geographia
  2. Who was the first to use the term 'geography'?
  Eratoshenes
  3. Geography is a field of science devoted to _____
  Study of lands
  4. Which two branches geography is often divided into?
  Human and Physical geography
  5. How many historical traditions are there in geographical research?
  4
  6. The oldest known world maps date back to _____
  9th century
  7. What physical geography deals with?
  Built of the environment
  8. What human geography deals with?
  Human, political and cultural issues
  9. What is the study of other planets called?
  Planetary sciencce
  10. Who led the regional science movement In 1950?
  Walter Isard
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